In this paper, online convex optimization is applied to the problem of controlling linear dynamical systems. An algorithm similar to online gradient descent, which can handle time-varying and unknown cost functions, is proposed. Then, performance guarantees are derived in terms of regret analysis. We show that the proposed control scheme achieves sublinear regret if the variation of the cost functions is sublinear. In addition, as a special case, the system converges to the optimal equilibrium if the cost functions are invariant after some finite time. Finally, the performance of the resulting closed loop is illustrated by numerical simulations.
INTRODUCTION
Online convex optimization is an extension of classical numerical optimization to the case where an algorithm operates online in an unknown environment. Whereas in convex optimization the goal is to minimize a given cost function subject to known constraints (Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004; Nesterov, 2018) , in an online convex optimization (OCO) problem the cost function to be minimized is time-varying and the algorithm only has access to past information. Specifically, at every time t, the algorithm has to choose an action y t ∈ Y from an action set Y based on the actions chosen at previous time instances and the corresponding observed cost functions. Then, the environment reveals a new cost function L t : Y → R, which leads to the cost L t (y t ). The goal is to minimize the total cost in T stages. The classical OCO framework was introduced in (Zinkevich, 2003) and has received considerable interest as a tool for online optimization and learning (see Shalev-Shwartz (2012) ; Hazan (2016) for an overview). The performance of OCO algorithms is commonly characterized by regret, which is defined as the gap between the algorithm's performance and some offline optimum in hindsight. In (Hazan et al., 2007) , several algorithms which achieve low static regret, i.e., low regret with respect to the best constant action, are presented. Dynamic benchmarks are proposed in (Besbes et al., 2015; Mokhtari et al., 2016) . Sublinear regret is generally desirable because it implies that the algorithm's performance is asymptotically on average no worse than the benchmark. One major advantage of the OCO framework is its ability to handle timeinvariant as well as time-varying constraints (Paternain and Ribeiro, 2016; Cao and Liu, 2019) .
In particular, an online version of gradient descent termed online gradient descent (OGD) has proven to be a simple algorithm that achieves low regret in the OCO setting (Hazan, 2016) . In OGD, at every time instant t, the action y t is chosen as y t = Π Y (y t−1 −γ∇f t−1 (y t−1 )), where Π Y (y) denotes a projection of a point y onto the convex constraint set Y, γ ∈ R is a step size parameter, and f t (y) is the cost function to be minimized. Hence, instead of solving an optimization problem at every time instant t, only one gradient descent step on the previous cost function is employed to reduce computational complexity.
Whereas classical OCO does not consider coupling between time instances and, therefore, no underlying dynamical system, some first combinations of OCO with dynamical models have been studied recently. On the one hand, in (Hall and Willett, 2015) , algorithms for online prediction of incoming data are proposed, where the data is generated by a dynamical system. It is shown that the regret of the proposed algorithms is low if the environment follows the dynamical model of the underlying system. On the other hand, coupling between time instances in the OCO setting has been considered by introducing a switching cost or ramp cost d(y t − y t−1 ) to study the effect of a time coupled cost function (Tanaka, 2006; Lin et al., 2013) . In (Li et al., 2018) , the switching cost is chosen as d(y t − y t−1 ) = β 2 y t − y t−1 2 , where β ∈ R is a weighting parameter. This can be interpreted as an additional quadratic cost on the input u t−1 of a single integrator system y t = y t−1 + u t−1 . To the author's best knowledge, no results on online convex optimization for more general dynamical systems exist in the literature.
In contrast, many control algorithms have been developed to handle dynamical systems equipped with a cost function and state as well as input constraints. In particular, Model Predictive Control (MPC) is able to minimize a given cost function while taking physical constraints explicitly into account (Rawlings and Mayne, 2009 ). However, classical MPC techniques require solving a potentially large optimization problem at every time instant. Therefore, inexact or suboptimal MPC algorithms have been proposed, which only complete a finite number of optimization iterations at every time instant to reduce computation time (Scokaert et al., 1999; Diehl et al., 2005) . Optimization algorithms in inexact MPC schemes include, for example, interior point (Pavlov et al., 2019) , active set (Zeilinger et al., 2011) , and (fast) gradient methods (Richter et al., 2011; Patrinos and Bemporad, 2014) , for which stability, feasibility, and computational complexity have been studied. However, there are limited results on the closed-loop performance of suboptimal MPC.
In this work, online convex optimization for controlling a general linear controllable dynamical system equipped with a cost function L t (x, u) is considered for the first time. We focus on the cases where the cost functions are strongly convex and smooth, and we propose an algorithm which is similar to online gradient descent in classical OCO. We show that the proposed algorithm attains sublinear regret if the variation of the cost functions is sublinear in time. In contrast to existing results in OCO, which do not consider an underlying dynamical system, this requires novel algorithm design and analysis techniques since the dynamical system cannot move in an arbitrary direction in a single time instant. Compared to suboptimal MPC, we explicitly consider a time-varying stage cost which is usually not possible in the MPC literature. In particular, in MPC the cost function needs to be known a priori in order to obtain performance guarantees. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the problem setting and states our proposed algorithm. A theoretical analysis of the closed loop and the main theorem are given in Section 3. In Section 4, we illustrate the algorithm's performance by numerical simulations. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Notation: For a vector x ∈ R n , x denotes the Euclidean norm, whereas for a matrix A ∈ R n×m , A denotes the corresponding induced matrix norm and A T the transposed of the matrix A. We define by N [a,b] the set of natural numbers in the interval [a, b] . The gradient of a function f (x) is denoted by ∇f (x). Additionally, I n is the identity matrix of size n × n, and 0 n×m is the matrix of all zeros of size n × m.
SETTING AND ALGORITHM

Problem setup
We consider discrete-time linear systems of the form x t = Ax t−1 + Bu t (1) with a given initial condition x 0 ∈ R n , where x t ∈ R n are the states of the system, u t ∈ R m are the control inputs, and A ∈ R n×n , B ∈ R n×m . Remark 1. Note that we slightly deviate from the usual notation for linear systems (i.e., x t+1 = Ax t + Bu t ) to facilitate notation in the proposed OCO approach.
At every time instant t ∈ N [1,T ] , we choose a control action u t which is applied to system (1). Then, afterwards, a cost function L t : R n ×R m → R is revealed which results in the cost L t (x t , u t ) before we move on to the next time step.
As is standard in OCO, we measure our algorithm's performance by regret. In our case, regret is defined as
Here, the state and input sequences x * = (x * 1 , . . . , x * T ) and u * = (u * 1 , . . . , u * T ) are defined as the solution to the optimization problem
Hence, (x * t , u * t ) denote the optimal states and inputs at time t in hindsight, with full knowledge of the cost functions L t . The regret R can therefore be viewed as a measure of how much we regret receiving information about the cost functions L t only after we choose a control input u t . We do not consider any cost on the initial condition x 0 at time t = 0 since it cannot be influenced by the algorithm's decisions, i.e., control inputs u t .
Similar to various works in OCO (see, e.g., Mokhtari et al. (2016) ; Li et al. (2018) ), we assume the cost functions L t to be separable, strongly convex, and smooth as stated in the following assumption. Assumption 2. For every t ∈ N [0,T ] , the cost function L t satisfies the following conditions:
where an α-strongly convex function f :
and l-smoothness means that f satisfies
We note the fact that l-smoothness of a convex function f implies the following Lipschitz condition on the gradient of f (Nesterov, 2018) ∇f
Moreover, we define θ t = arg min x f x t (x) and η t = arg min u f u t (u). In the following, we assume that the minima are attained and therefore finite and, due to convexity, unique. Hence, at each time t when the cost u) . In contrast to the trajectories x * and u * , the sequences θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ T ) and η = (η 1 , . . . , η T ) do in general not satisfy the system dynamics (1).
So far, the optimizer (θ t , η t ) and the cost functions L t are only defined for t ∈ N [1,T ] . For the remainder of this work, we fix without loss of generality
The values of θ 0 and η 0 can be defined arbitrarily, and a convenient choice for our subsequent analysis is given below.
If the cost function L t is allowed to change arbitrarily at every time step, we cannot expect to achieve a low regret. Therefore, we consider the path length as a measure for the variation of the cost functions L t . Path length is defined as the accumulative absolute difference of the optimizer of the cost function at two consecutive time steps:
Path length plays an important role in dynamic regret analysis (Mokhtari et al., 2016) . In (Li et al., 2018) it is shown for single integrator systems that sublinear regret can be achieved if the path length is sublinear in T .
In this paper we consider tracking cost functions as described in the following assumption.
Assumption 3 states that the minimum (θ t , η t ) of the cost function L t (x, u) is a steady-state with respect to the system dynamics (1), meaning that the control objective is to track a priori unknown and online changing setpoints.
Relaxing this assumption to general convex cost functions (termed economic cost functions in the context of MPC (Faulwasser et al., 2018) ) is part of our ongoing work.
Last, we assume that system (1) is controllable and require the norm of A ∈ R n×n to be bounded as follows:
The norm of A can be interpreted as a measure for the stability/instability of system (1). Achieving low regret for a sequence of cost functions f x t (x) by applying an algorithm similar to OGD means that the gradient descent step needs to counteract the instability of the system. Hence, it is natural to require an upper bound for the norm of A in terms of the smoothness and convexity of the stage cost f x t (x). In particular, if the cost function is given by L t (x, u) = β 2 x − θ t 2 +f u t (u) for some β > 0, we obtain α x = l x = β. Hence, in this case, any controllable system satisfies Assumption 4.
Online gradient descent for linear systems
Before we state our algorithm, we first define two useful matrices. The matrix W = 0 m×(nc−1)m 0 m×m I (µ−1)m 0 (µ−1)m×m shifts a vector by m components, whereas the matrix e = 0 m×(µ−1)m I m extracts the last m components.
The proposed OCO scheme is given in Algorithm 1, where we set g t = 0 if t < 1 in (4) and (6). Note that the inverse (S c S T c ) −1 in (5) exists due to controllability in Assumption 4. In our setting, at every time step t, given the previous state x t−1 and cost function L t−1 (x, u), Algorithm 1 computes a control input u t which is then applied to system (1). Afterwards, a new cost function L t is revealed resulting in the cost L t (x t , u t ).
Since no cost function is known at the first time instant, a standard method in OCO is to apply an arbitrary initialization input v 0 . At time t = 1, Algorithm 1 computes
. Therefore, we fix θ 0 =x µ and η 0 = v 0 , which yields v 1 = v 0 , g 1 = 0, and, hence,
Roughly speaking, the proposed algorithm employs OGD twice to seek the optimal input η t and the optimal state θ t . First, we apply OGD in (2) to track the Algorithm 1 (OGD for linear dynamical systems) Given step sizes γ v and γ x , initialization v 0 , x 0 , and state vector
optimal input. Next, we would like to apply OGD again on the states of the system which would yield Bu t = Bv t − γ x ∇f t−1 (Ax t−1 + Bv t ). Unfortunately, this is not possible if the system is not 1-step controllable, i.e., rank(B) < n. Instead, as illustrated in Figure 1 , the algorithm predicts an input sequence for the next µ time steps and the corresponding system state µ time steps ahead in (4). Then, an additional input sequence u OGD = (u OGD 0 , . . . , u OGD µ−1 ) for the next µ time instances is determined such that application of both computed input sequences results in a gradient descent step on the previous cost function µ time steps in the future. Hence, we require S c g t = −γ x ∇f x t−1 (x t+µ−1 ), where g t = (u OGD µ−1 ) T . . . (u OGD 0 ) T T ∈ R µm is the vector created by stacking the components of the additional input sequence. Moreover, because we want v t to converge to the optimal input η t , we need g t such that it does not contribute much to the input cost f u t (u t ). Therefore, we choose g t to be the solution of min gt∈R µm g t 2 s.t.
S c g t = −γ x ∇f x t−1 (x t+µ−1 ).
Solving this optimization problem analytically yields (5). By employing the matrices W and e as in (6), we extract the required input u OGD i from g t at time t+i, i ∈ N [0,µ−1] , to complete one gradient descent step at time t + µ − 1.
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we state our main result which gives a bound on the regret of Algorithm 1. To shorten notation,
Theorem 5. Let Assumptions 2, 3, and 4 be satisfied and let α u > 2− √ 2 2+ √ 2 l u . Given step sizes 2− √ 2 2αu < γ v ≤ 2 lu+αu and 2 A −1 2 A αx < γ x ≤ 2 lx+αx , there exist constants Λ θ > 0 and Λ η > 0, such that for each T ∈ N ≥1 , the regret of Algorithm 1 can be upper bounded by
The proof of Theorem 5 is given in the appendix.
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x t+µ−1 −γx∇f x t (x t+µ−1 ) Fig. 1 . Schematic illustration of Algorithm 1. Dashed: contour lines of L t (x, u); blue: Predicted system states for the next µ time steps; red: desired gradient descent step.
Theorem 5 states that the regret of Algorithm 1 can be upper bounded, where the bound depends linearly on Θ T and H T , up to a constant C µ . First, note that the step sizes γ v and γ x are well defined. Due to the lower bound on α u in Theorem 5 we have
2 can be bounded in terms of Θ µ and H µ as well. While we omit a detailed derivation due to space limitations, we note that, since θ t and η t are finite, C µ is a constant (depending on x 0 , v 0 , θ 1 , . . . , θ µ−1 , and η 1 , . . . , η µ−1 ) which is independent of T . This is sufficient in order to attain sublinear regret (compare Corollary 7 below). The constants Λ θ and Λ η , which are independent of T as well, can be explicitly calculated as is shown in the proof. Remark 6. In the first step of bounding the regret in the proof of Theorem 5, we exploit optimality of (θ t , η t ) to lower bound f x t (x * t ) and f u t (u * t ) by f x t (θ t ) and f u t (η t ), respectively. Hence, we could also use the point-wise in time optima θ and η as a benchmark in the definition of regret instead of the best possible trajectories x * and u * and would still achieve the same bound on the regret. Characterizing and exploiting properties of the trajectories x * and u * to achieve a less conservative regret bound is an interesting topic for future research. Furthermore, if L t (θ t , η t ) = 0 for all t ∈ N [1,T ] , the bound on the regret in Theorem 5 becomes a bound on the total cost over T stages.
Having established an upper bound on the regret R of Algorithm 1, we now examine whether the regret is sublinear in T . The corollary below gives a sufficient condition for sublinear regret. Proof of Corollary 7. Compactness of D θ and D η implies θ t − θ t−1 ≤ d θ for some d θ ∈ R and η t − η t−1 ≤ d η for some d η ∈ R for all t ∈ N. Hence, we have
Thus, Θ T and H T are sublinear in T . Theorem 5 states that the regret of Algorithm 1 is at most linear in Θ T and H T . Therefore, the regret of the proposed algorithm is sublinear in T . 2 Remark 8. Consider, as a special case, that for some finite time t the minimizer of the cost functions satisfy θ t = θ t and η t = η t for all t ≥ t . Optimality of (θ t , η t ) and the fact that θ t and η t are both finite implies
where the second inequality is by Theorem 5 (compare Remark 6). We also have f
i.e., the closed loop converges to the optimal equilibrium.
SIMULATIONS
We illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm through numerical simulations. We randomly choose the matrix A = 1.05 0.7 1.75 0.35 0.7 1.05 1.4 0.105 1.855
. We set B = (1 0 1) T which yields a controllable system with µ = 3. We set T = 30, the cost function to L t (x, u) = f x t (x) + f u t (u) = 1 2 x − θ t 2 + 1 2 u − η t 2 , and choose γ v = 0.98 and γ x = 0.995. It is easy to see that this choice satisfies all conditions in Theorem 5 since f x t and f u t are α-strongly convex and l-smooth, where α = l = 1. Algorithm 1 is initialized with x 0 = (0 0 0) T and v 0 = 0.
In the first experiment, the sequences θ and η are chosen randomly, i.e., η 1 is sampled randomly from a uniform distribution over the interval [−5, 5] and θ 1 is calculated such that Assumption 3 is satisfied. Then, at every time instant t ∈ N [2, 30] , the minimizer (θ t , η t ) are modified with a probability of 0.1. If they change, η t is again sampled randomly from the interval [−5, 5] and θ t is calculated accordingly. Hence, the control objective is to track a priori unknown setpoints. Figure 2 presents the resulting closed-loop trajectories for all three states and the input trajectory u t . The closed loop closely tracks the desired setpoints, and it converges to the optimal states and control input within a few time steps whenever the cost function is changed.
In a second experiment, the system and the cost function are chosen as before and 1000 simulations are conducted, where we set T = 500. At every time step t, the optimal state and input (θ t , η t ) is changed with a probability of 0.25 j 1000 , where j ∈ N [1, 1000] is the number of the simulation run. As before, if the cost function is changed, the new value for η t is sampled randomly from the interval [−5, 5] and θ t is calculated such that Assumption 3 is satisfied. Thereby, we cover a wide range of path lengths. Figure 3 shows the resulting total cost and path length for each simulation run. Apparently, the total cost grows linearly with the path length as stated in Theorem 5.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we apply online convex optimization to linear dynamical systems equipped with a cost function and propose a first online algorithm for this problem. We derive a bound on the regret of the algorithm and show that it achieves sublinear regret if the variation of the cost functions, measured in terms of path length, is sublinear in time. The performance of the proposed algorithm is illustrated by numerical examples.
Since we do not consider any constraints in this work, an interesting direction for future research is to investigate how input and state constraints can be satisfied by an OCO algorithm. Moreover, Assumption 3 could be relaxed, allowing economic cost functions, and more efficient algorithms than OGD could be applied. Finally, predictions on the future cost functions could be incorporated to improve the algorithm's performance. Fig. 3 . Total cost of 1000 simulation runs over the path length of each run. Tanaka, M. (2006) . Real-time pricing with ramping costs: A new approach to managing a steep change in electricity demand. Energy Policy, 34 (18), 3634-3643. Zeilinger, M.N., Jones, C.N., and Morari, M. (2011) . Real-time suboptimal model predictive control using a combination of explicit mpc and online optimization. IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control, 56 (7), 1524 -1534 . Zinkevich, M. (2003 . Online convex programming and generalized infinitesimal gradient ascent. Proceedings of the Twentieth International Conference on Machine Learning (ICML), 928 -936.
Appendix A. PROOF OF THEOREM 5
Before the formal proof of Theorem 5, we derive three auxiliary results. First, we study the closed-loop dynamics resulting from application of Algorithm 1 to system (1). Let t ∈ N [1,T −µ+1] , then we have by repeatedly applying the system dynamics (1)
Next, the predictions in (4) can be calculated in a recursive manner. Let E 01 = 0 m×(µ−1)m I (µ−1)m ∈ R µm×(µ−1)m , then we have for t ∈ N [µ,T +µ−2] x t+1
, where we use W µ = 0 in the second and the relation S c W + A µ Be = AS c in the third line. Inserting (4) yieldŝ
Third, we have the following result on the rate of convergence of gradient descent (Nesterov, 2018, Chapter 2.3.3, Theorem 2.3.4) . For an α-convex and l-smooth function f : R n → R to be minimized, one gradient descent step
where θ = arg min x f (x) and κ = 1 − αγ. Accordingly, we define κ
Before we prove Theorem 5, we introduce the following supporting lemma. Lemma 9. Let Assumptions 2, 3, and 4 be satisfied. Let
Proof of Lemma 9. Note that the bounds on the step sizes imply 1 − 2κ 2 v > 0 and 1 − 4 A 2 κ 2 x > 0. By Jensen's inequality we have
1 λi = 1 and λ i > 0 for all i ∈ N [1,p] . In particular, we can choose λ i = p for all i ∈ N [1,p] .
Next, we derive three auxiliary results on the relation of v t and η t . Remember that η 0 = v 0 = v 1 . Hence, we have
Finally, due to optimality of η t and, hence, ∇f u t (η t ) = 0,
where we use the fact that l u -smoothness of f u t (u) implies a Lipschitz condition on its gradient in the second line.
Last, we show the bound on the predicted states. Since θ 0 =x µ , we have τ t=1
Since 1 − 4 A 2 κ 2 x > 0, rearranging yields the desired bound.
2
Proof of Theorem 5. The proof consists of three parts. First, we derive a bound on the cost of the control inputs. In the second part, we derive a bound on k t=1 x t+µ−1 − x t+µ−1 2 , which will be useful to bound the cost on the states. The last part is to combine these results to find a bound on the regret of Algorithm 1. 
where we use the fact that g t = 0 for t ≤ 1 in the second line, C 1 = µ−1 i=0 eW i S T c (S c S T c ) −1 2 and ∇f x t−1 (θ t−1 ) = 0 in the third line, and Lipschitz continuity of the gradients in the last line. By Lemma 9, we obtain
Having established a bound on the regret of the control inputs chosen by Algorithm 1, we derive a bound on k t=1 x t+µ−1 − x t+µ−1 2 in the second part of the proof.
First, let k ∈ N [1,T −µ+1] . The last component ofV t and V µ t is the same, therefore, we insert the matrix
